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Abstract: This research aims to design a proposed rehabilitation program for the development of body shape
(body shape) control for the primary school blind students in those with angular changing accompanying the
sticking of knees. The researcher used the experimental method on a sample of 13 students. The most important
results were that the proposed rehabilitation program achieved improvement in variables of the sticking of the
knees, achieved improvement in the variables of the fixed and motor balance and fixed maximum strength for
the muscles of lower limb. There were high rates of improvement between pre and post- measurements in
sticking knees - arc angle of the right foot and left – body shape control in the center of gravity - fixed and
motor balance- fixed maximum power to the lower limb muscles for the post-measurement.
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INTRODUCTION arteries of feet and all this is called the poor body shape

Body shape deviations are one of the most important habits repeated for many years and become a habit to
problems that tops the list with the blind and the always relaxes the body [2-4].
consequent strength of lousy which in turn negatively Body shape deviations come as a result of the burden
affects the aspects and psychological health in the sense on the joints which will be compensated by the strong
that all the vital organs of the body are affected by the muscles by taking the resistance effort against them, but
status of body shape, When the blind tries to explore if the muscles are weak as well as the lack of joints to
what around him he finds great difficulty because the motor power resulting from non-exercise daily activities as
outcome of the experience is less than sighted people in a result of the above explained caution taken by blind and
addition to the fact that the movement has to be take situations that would make the body shape bad, this
accompanied by a sense of anxiety and caution tainted by will affect the bones and joints leading to distortions in
a sense of fear and inability to balance in the movement body shape. The strength is the interdependence of super
[1]. sequential result of the mechanical work of the body and

Blind suffer from many problems of mobility leading it leads to certain mechanical of the work of the body
to inconsistencies motor sensory and deficiency in motor (wrong mechanism in the case of the blind). Thus, if there
development and therefore there are deficiencies in social was a problem anywhere in the body, it leads to problems
interaction which lead to injury of blind by many diseases above with / or below the affected part [5]. This is one of
resulting from lack of movement such as obesity - heart the biggest problems faced by people with special needs
disease - diseases of the respiratory system as well as in general and the blind in particular; here we see that the
exposure  to some of the deviations and body shape inevitability of developing the control and consistency
distortions. Most of these deviations frequently for the posture they have [6].
blind are the distortions in the upper region of the back;  The knee is one of the complaint sources for children
rotation of the shoulders; the fall of the head and and adults and the increase movement in the knee joint in
deformities of the pelvis and feet and the tension of children  is one of the most important reasons of sticking

and the strength resulting from the wrong body shape
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knees or increasing the distant between them as the knee Hypotheses:
joint anatomically is less stable with less factors of the
installation compared to hinge thigh and ankle due to the C There are significant differences between the
fact that this joint exists between the joints which enjoy averages of pre and post -measurements for the
a great deal of stability and this is attributed to increasing indicators of the body shape status for the primary
the percentage of deviation of the knee. Sticking knees is school blind students with angular change
accompanied by unnatural rotation for the bones of the associated with the sticking of the knees for the post
thighs  and  legs;  the  lower  limbs take angular form - measurement.
(angle presence) and vertical convexity become in the C There are significant differences between the
level  of  the middle of the knee. In addition, bronchial averages of pre and post -measurements degree
angle and femoral brutal incident as a result of increasing angle changes associated with the sticking of the
adhesion 15 degree inclination as a result of internal knees with primary school blind students for post -
rotation of the femur, it will thus lead to bone turnover measurement.
stalk out of the femur [7].

From the above, the body loses its natural balance MATERIALS AND METHODS
and the distribution of the body center on the feet
changes as a result of changing the angle resulting from Research  Sample: The research sample was selected
the sticking knees and this requires studying the bones; from fully blind students for the academic year 2009/2010
angles and the center of gravity of the body which from the age of 9-12 years old. All members of the sample
confirmed the case of poise that the algebraic sum of the have the  sticking  of  the  knees.  The  research sample
moments be equal to zero when the applying the was of 13 students.
mechanical rule and therefore in the case of deviations of
the bones of the lower limbs, the angles will change which Pre-Measurement: The researcher made the pre-
drew the attention of the researcher to develop a program measurements for research variables on the experimental
concerned with drills to improve body shape control in group in the period from 13/2 to 18/2/2010.
addition to the training treatment of cases of sticking
knees and thus treat the changing angles with a focus on Application of the Qualifying Program: The application
improving the situation of great articulation and of the proposed qualifying program on the members of the
strengthen muscle groups by working in the direction experimental group (blind students with angular change
where the correct anatomical changes that these students accompanying with the sticking of the  knees)  was  in  the
are more prone to injury, prompting the researcher to period from 20/2 to 29/4/2010 for 10 weeks.
conduct this study and apply a program proposal for the
development of control body shape for the blind primary Post- Measurements: Post- measurement was in the
school students those with angular change period from 1/5 to 6/5/2010 on the experimental group.
accompanying the sticking knees.

Objective of this Research: This research aims to design
a proposed rehabilitation program for the development of The results of Table 1 show that there is no statistical
body shape control for the blind primary school students significant differences at the level of 0.05 between the pre
in those with angular changing accompanying the and post -measurements in the variables of body weight
sticking of knees through the achievement of the and surface area, but the arithmetic mean of the
following duties: differences in body weight was 0.69 (with decreasing of

C Identifying the impact of the qualifying program to indicating a decrease in body weight for the post-
improve indicators results of body shape control and measurement due to the proposed program. The
changes in angle degrees of students with angular researcher sees that the practice of regular physical
change associated with the sticking of the knees. activity through regular respiratory endurance and

C Determining  the  degree of angle changes associated rehabilitation exercise for the treatment of sticking and
with the sticking of knees and indicators of body improving the angle changes of the knee and feet arc in
shape control for primary school blind students. addition  to  exercise  on  the development of some fitness

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1.43%) and 0.02 in body area (with decreasing of 1.53%)
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Table 1: Significant differences between the results of pre and post- measurements for the sample in the variables body weight and body surface area (N = 13)

Pre-measurement Post-measurement
------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

Variables Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Value (T) Improvement

Body weight (Kg) 49.2 2.655 48.33 1.346 0.803 1.43%
Body surface area (m ) 1.33 0.205 1.31 0.036 0.333 1.53%2

Table 2: Significant differences between the results of pre and post- measurements for the variables in the variable of sticking knees (N = 13)

Pre-measurement Post-measurement
--------------------------- ---------------------------

Variables Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Value (T) Improvement

Lateral angle of right knee (Degree) 7.14 1.318 5.67 1.024 3.05* 25.93%
Lateral angle of left knee (Degree) 7.14 1.118 5.88 1.224 2.63* 21.43%
The distance between the origins of the lower bones of the leg (cm) 12.15 2.504 9.73 1.653 2.79* 24.87%

components associated with developing the elements of applying the proposed program as the proposed
the both types (fixed and mobile) of body shape and rehabilitation program worked to reduce the pressure on
maximum power of the muscles of the lower limb. All of the node brutality of the femur resulting from adhesion of
these practices must have a positive impact on weight the knees cases by exercises to prolong as well as to
loss. strengthen the inner ligament of the knee which connect

This is consistent with prior studies [4, 8-10] to the inner knot to the thigh from the top and inner node
indicating that one of the sticking knees purposes is from the bottom, as well as exercises for prolongation on
trying to lose weight for people with physical styles. both sides of the femur and the knee of the brutal impact
Sport is a very important element in cases of weight loss not only to prolong the muscle region brutality, but also
because it works on the consumption of too many calories to prolong the lateral ligament of the knee that connects
and fat from fat stores. the node between brutality of the femur and the head

Results   of    Table    2    show   the   existence  of bone. All of these exercises will be modified situation
non-significant  statistical  differences  at  the  level  of angular thighs, knees, thus improving the lateral angle
0.05 between pre and post- measurements in sample of and the approach of the bones of the hip and knee as
experimental group in all sticking of the knees variables close as possible to normal status and therefore when
for the post- measurement. The researcher attributed that lateral angle is less in knees it is accompanied by nearly
to applying the proposed program. Results agree with normal for the feet and this is clear from the results of
previous  studies  [7,  11, 12] that lateral angle of the knee Table 2 where the distance between the indicators
Q If increased about 15 degrees mile as a result of rotation improved extrusion inner lower limbs as a result of the
of inner to thigh bone, it will thus lead to turnover leg proposed program.
bone out of the thigh bone and may result in subluxation The results of Table 3 show the existence of
and rotation of the patella and the angle Q is very statistical significant differences at the level of 0.05
dangerous when more than 25 degrees. between pre and post- measurements of the experimental

In the opinion of the researcher, the rates of group in the  variables  angle  arc  of  the  foot for the
improvement has increased since the variables including post-measurement and also there was a percentage of
lateral angle of the right knee; lateral angle of the left knee improvement in all variables. The researcher attributes
and distance between the origins of medial decreased by that to rehabilitation exercise of the proposed program to
25.93%, 21.43% and 24.87%, respectively. The results of amend the state of sticking of the knees and thus put the
this study agree with the results of other studies [13, 14] bones, especially thighs blades whenever they got close
on the positive effect of rehabilitative exercise programs to the knees with the spacing distance between extrusion
on  variables of the sticking of the knees. Previous studies medial to the greatness of the legs through the exercises
[1, 4, 10] assure that the exercises which tighten and of the program. The researcher also focused on
lengthen the muscles contracted on the lateral of the strengthening the muscles lift the arc of the foot and
thigh, as well as strengthen the muscles in the inner side lengthen the muscles and ligaments at the short side
and strengthen weak ligaments are one of the most brutal of the foot which leads to a good distribution of the
important  for  treating  sticking  of   the   knees   cases. weight of the body on the feet, as well as raising the arc
The researcher focused on the development resulting in of  the  foot  and thus improve the balance of the students
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Table 3: Significant differences between pre and post- measurements for the variable of foot arc angle (N = 13)

Pre-measurement Post-measurement

---------------------------------- ------------------------------------

Variables Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Value (T) Improvement

Arc angle of the right foot (Degree) 26.19 2.662 29.82 3.366 2.93* 13.86%

Arc angle of the left foot (Degree) 20.56 3.859 24.91 4.674 2.49* 21.16%

Table 4: Significant differences between pre and post- measurements for the variable of controlling the body shape of the body gravity center (N= 13)

Pre-measurement Post-measurement

-------------------------------- --------------------------------

Variables Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Value (T) Improvement

Offset Rate center of gravity in the X-axis (cm) 3.21 0.478 4.27 0.894 3.62* 33.02%

Offset Rate center of gravity in the y-axis (cm) 4.39 0.412 5.95 1.270 4.05* 35.5%

Space area of balance (cm ) 417.84 38.902 624.60 71.564 8.79* 49.48%2

Table 5: Significant differences between pre and post- measurements of the fixed static balance variables (N = 13)

Pre-measurement Post-measurement

-------------------------------- --------------------------------

Variables Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Value (T) Improvement

Hockey test (seconds) 12.41 5.154 28.89 3.371 9.27* 132.80%

Bhundariejowsky test close the eyes (seconds) 5.37 2.566 12.09 7.108 3.08* 125.14%

Babovsky test (seconds) 13.54 4.210 19.63 6.016 2.87* 44.98%

and modify the mechanical status of the body which helps rolling, all to discover the circulation, balance and rotation
to improve balance and body shape control. This is in the direction and then reversed and that they have
consistent with the results of previous studies [15, 16] grown and preserved vestibular sensations and keep
that the rehabilitative exercises have a positive influence body shape balance they have.
in cases of the increase in lower arc of the foot. The results of Table 5 show the existence of

The results of Table 4 indicated the existence of statistical significant differences at 0.05 level between pre
statistical significant differences at 0.05 level between the and post- measurements of the experimental group in the
pre and post -measurements of the experimental group fixed and static balance variables and there is high
sample in variables indicating body shape control in the proportion of improvement for all tests of static balance
center of gravity for the post- measurement due to the for the post- measurement.
application of the proposed program. Also, there is a As seen from results of Table 6, there are statistical
proportion of improvement in all variables, where significant differences at the level of 0.05 between the pre
increased  rate  of  moving  gravity center variable in the and post- measurements in the variables of dynamic
X-axis by 33.02% and increased rate of moving gravity balance (motor) and there is the high proportion of
center variable in the y-axis by 35.54%, while increased improvement for all tests of dynamic balance of motion for
the area of balance rate patch by 49.48%. The researcher the post- measurement. The researcher considers that
attributed that to the proposed program which developed improving angles of bones with both types of balance
body shape control, as it included a compensation exercise will give better balance in general and thus
training to improve the body shape along with the control body shape. This is consistent with the results of
development of the elements of balance and stability of prior studies [18, 19] detecting that the program which
body shape as the vibration and moving which is includes exercises for balance (whether fixed or motor)
included in the program arouse to sensations vestibular affects positively on the experimental group and that
and compensate for the blind for the loss of the sense of improving the variables of body shape control depends
vision and compensate them an important aspect of the primarily on the improvement in the results of both types
equilibrium and stability body shape through recurrent of balance. So, body shape control and both types of
training. This is confirmed by a previous study [17] balance affect on each other and influence each other and
emphasizing the importance of exercise activities to thus influencing one of them will lead to improving the
achieve the applications on the skill of twisting and other.
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Table 6: Significant differences between pre and post- measurements of the dynamic static balance variables (N = 13)

Pre-measurement Post-measurement
------------------------------ ------------------------------

Variables Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Value (T) Improvement

Ft test to the balance of motor (seconds) 53.85 4.647 36.29 6.567 7.56* 48.39%
Drawn lines test to measure the balance of motor (meter) 3.05 1.642 1.41 0.873 3.05* 116.31%

Table 7: Significant differences between pre and post- measurements for the maximum fixed power of the muscles of the lower limb variable (N = 13)

Pre-measurement Post- measurement
------------------------------ ------------------------------

Variables Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Value (T) Improvement

Test maximum power of muscles of lower limb (Kg) 64.57 7.235 81.88 10.221 4.79* 26.81%

Value (T) indexed at 0.5 = 2.179 *significance level
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